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Multi-Sensor-Grammetry in Hazard Mitigation for Mega Cities 

The World Bank has recorded Taiwan as the most vulnerable country in terms of the 

multiplicity of natural hazards. For decades, Taiwan has suffered from many natural disasters, 

such as typhoons, earthquakes, floods, and others. Hazard mitigation, thus, becomes an 

important task in Taiwan. Metropolitan Taipei is without exception. 

From geoinformation point of view, spatial data inventory is an important part for preventive 

mitigation, while fast information gathering is a must for fast response. Over the decades, the 

governmental agencies and private sectors in Taiwan have invested largely in data 

acquisition for land information. Space borne systems for instance, we have launched our 

own Formosat-2 satellite that provides 2m resolution images with daily revisit. The satellite 

ground receiving station has been running since 1993, which receives SPOT series, 

ERS/Envisat, MODIS (Terra/Aqua), and many other images.  

More significantly in the last decade, 6 large format digital cameras (Vexcel, Z/I, Leica) have 

been flown frequently. The airborne Lidar systems are energetic, too. There are 4 such 

systems (Optech, Leica) operated with the complement of medium size (> 20M pixels) digital 

cameras. In addition, an airborne SAR sensor will be operated within one year. The sensor 

will provide one meter resolution images in all weathers. Those powerful data gathering 

systems provide solid backup for hazard mitigation. A new operation mechanism to 

effectively integrate those separate systems becomes an important work for fast response 

when disasters occur. For urban areas, data modeling with sufficient details is important in 

hazard mitigation. Since 1/1,000 scale topographic mapping is a standard in the 

geoinformatic infrastructure, 3D modeling should be considered for the decades to come. 

City GML LOD 2 building models for a city environment has gradually become a consensus 

in Taiwan. Micro GIS, i.e., LOD4, has been suggested by some universities for special 



building complex. 

The damages of natural disasters are getting more serious as the drastic weather occurs 

frequently. More sophisticated technologies are needed to encounter the harsh challenges. 

The applications of the state-of-the-art spatial information technologies are indispensable. 

How to integrate and enhance the data acquired from heterogeneously sensor systems 

becomes an important task for the experts in the area.  


